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SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
New Products
While Superior has a standing relationship with Generac, carrying their GP, XC, and IQ
products; Superior has strengthened its commitment to Generac and our customer
base by going deeper into the Generac line with on-hand stock, ensuring our customers will have products readily available to them. We have also brought a large selection of the Generac
Standby Home Systems as stocking items through 24KW.
Introducing the largest air-cooled generator on the market - Generac’s 24kW is a big deal in a small package.
Generac’s commitment to continuous improvement, innovation and technology is giving us the ability to
bring more power to you. With Generac’s new 24kW you can save up to
$8,000 in product and installation costs, when compared to competitive
output products, while powering what is most important for your home or
small business. The new 24kW Guardian unit packs the most power into
a small package, taking up to 70% less space when compared to similar
output products.

Superior is continuously looking at the industry and the emerging needs for our customers. We are currently
seeing one of the largest changes in the head protection realm, in decades, happening. To support this need,
we have brought in climbing style vented hardhats with chinstraps from Jackson Safety.
The Jackson CH400V helmets optimize comfort with 2 separate height adjustments. They are molded from
high quality ABS materials to keep them lightweight, and have specifically designed sliding vent holes to allow
for easy opening and closing, depending on weather conditions. Their super comfortable 6pt ratcheting suspension fits head sizes from 6-1/2 to 8; their Rapid Dial ratchet allows for easy adjustments, even while wearing
gloves. Their helmets have 4 external clips, which are strategically positioned, to securely fasten elastic straps
found on LED lighting systems and slotted adaptors to allow use with multiple accessories including face
shields, earmuffs, and Safe 2 Systems. Finally, the Jackson hard hat comes standard with a conventional builtin chin strap and cut and meets ANZI Z89.1, Type 1, Class C requirements making it ideal for at-height work,
and scaffolding work, confined space applications, and construction sites.
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SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES cont.
Personnel
Updates
The last of our new items is a family expansion to our best-selling commercial grade portable pressure washer, the WP-4200-OMBH. We have
expanded our Mi-T-M family by bringing in the WP-3000-0MBH and the
WP-2500-4MHB pressure washers.
These WP units are designed to easily handle tough cleaning jobs with
their Honda engines and high quality pumps. They are great for blasting away mud and muck, and they are great for cleaning on the
farm or small business. The pump is equipped with the Mi-T-M Pressure
Relief Start which eliminates build-up in the system, a brass manifold,
a thermal relief valve, an in-line water strainer, and a built-in low pressure detergent injector. Their frames are a powder coated steel, a
base plate with 1-1/4" tube handles, and 10" flat-free tires. Each unit
includes: quick connect nozzles, a 15º, 25º and detergent nozzle, 25'
x 3/8" wire-braided high pressure hose, a professional-grade trigger
gun, and a two-piece, 36" lance.

Industry News
Severe weather and associated power outages across the United
States in the past year have elevated the demand for backup generators, bottlenecking suppliers such as Generac. Generac, which produces backup generators for residential and commercial usage, has
been running a Wisconsin plant, where most of its products are made,
at full capacity since the coronavirus pandemic hit and homebound
Americans began taking on home improvement projects. Hurricane
seasons have also affected order volumes.
Given the company's backlog, local permitting processes and the
contractors involved, it can take 20 weeks for residents to get a generator installed in their home. Generac has about 7,000 dealers in its
network, but the company needs more. Services that handle inspections, gas meter upgrade,s and other parts of the installation process
are also reportedly dealing with long queues.

Rick Wilson
Rick Wilson has officially taken on the
role of EQ&S General Manger; supporting Milldale’s customer base and
supporting the needs of the outside
sales team.

Joe Becce
Lots of changes have occurred in the
EQ&S world! Joe Becce has taken on
the role of the Assistant Manager,
bringing a wealth of Superior experience to the team and helping broaden product knowledge for those not
as familiar with the Products world.

Steve Cominsky
Steve Cominsky has officially taken
on the role of Parts & Service Manger,
supporting Milldale’s customer base
and repair shop as well as supporting
the needs of the outside sales teams
and Parts support for our satellite
stores.

There's just a backlog of everything. The company announced earlier
this month that it will open a 421,000-square-foot facility in South Carolina to boost manufacturing capabilities of home standby generators
and associated energy technologies, serving the Southeast. Generac
said the project would supply about 450 new jobs within two years.
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SUPERIOR EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES cont.
Product Sales & Specials
EQ&S monthly specials that are published every month are broken down
into 2 sheets; one geared towards contractors and the other one is
geared more towards homeowners. Please use these as a tool to get into
your customer’s door. If there is an item you would like to see as a special,
and feel it would bring extra sales into the company, please let Mike Formica know.
Also, the Ariens Pre-Season
brochure is now available.
Be sure to let customers
know about these early-buy
pricing specials. Copies are
available at each of the
location counters.
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SUPERIOR RENTAL
Sales
Philosophies
& Tips

New Products
20’ Electric Self Propelled Single Man Lift
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"It’s Not About Having the Right
Opportunities. It’s About Handling
the Opportunities Right."
- Mark Hunter

Item: Runabout Electric Aerial Work Platform
Drive: Yes
Power Source: DC
Load Capacity: 350 lb
Closed Height: 6 ft 6 in
Max. Work Height: 25 ft 11 in
Platform Extension: 20 in
Overall Length: 53 in
Overall Width: 31 1/2 in
Platform Width: 29 1/2 in
Max. Platform Height: 19 ft 9 in
Handrail Height: 44 3/4 in
Stowed Height: 78 in
Max. Drive Height: 19 ft 9 in
Max. Speed Elevated: 1/2 mph
Max. Speed Lowered: 2-1/2 mph
Ground Clearance: 2 1/2 in
Mast Vertical Aluminum Mast
Batteries Included: Yes
Gross Vehicle Weight: 2,451 lbs.
Includes Battery Charger

Product Sales /
Specials
We have used equipment available
for purchase on our website. If you
don’t see something under used
equipment that you are looking for,
please contact Rentals for additional equipment for sale.

13' Electric Scissor Lift
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assembled Weight (lbs): 1950
Battery Ampere-hour (Ah): 85
Battery Count: 2
Drive Motor System: Hydraulic
Hydraulic Fluid Capacity (gal): 1.05
Lift Capacity (lbs): 500
Lowering Time (sec): 24
MFG Model # (Series): GS-1330M
Maximum Drive Height (ft): 12.9
Maximum Gradeability (%): 25
Maximum Speed Lowered (mph): 2.5
Maximum Speed Raised (mph): 0.5

• Maximum Working Height (ft): 18.9
• Minimum Stored Height (ft): 6.7
• Minimum Stored Length (ft): 4.7
• Overall Height (in): 79.5
• Person Capacity: 2
• Platform Extension Length (ft): 1.5
• Platform Extension Weight
		
Capacity (lbs): 200
• Platform Maximum Length (ft): 6.2
• Platform Minimum Length (ft): 4.2
• Platform Railing Height (in): 43
• Platform Width (ft): 26.5

Contact the Rental Department for availability or visit our website.
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SPDI - NORWICH
New Products
STIHL GTA26
Nature is unpredictable; which is why you need a tool built to take on the job at hand yet; versatile enough
to handle the unexpected. With its ergonomic design and incredible precision, the GTA 26 is a battery-powered garden pruner that is unlike anything else on the U.S. market.
Cordless garden pruner with a wide range of uses. From pruning trees and shrubs, to cutting up garden
waste, and building with wood. With a 1/4" PM3 saw chain for excellent cutting performance and powerful
cuts and a non-slip control handle for perfect ergonomics. Tool-free chain replacement and flexible protective hood for safe work, with charge-level indicator.

SPDI - BRIDGEPORT
New Products
Introducing The KO-20™. Kraft Tool's new, unique, high performing engineered
material; developed for the concrete finisher. The KO-20™ material was formulated as a tougher, lighter, and long wearing alternative to aluminum, canvas-resin,
magnesium, steel, and wood. The key factors studied in the innovation of this special material were abrasion,
blunt impact, friction, and repetitive wear applications.
The KO-20™ material is designed with a low coefficient of friction; which allows for the unencumbered movement across concrete. This fast-paced movement brings up bleed water faster and leaves concrete open
for a longer period of time. Self-lubricating properties increase the speed, even on rough surfaces while decreasing the overall wear on the blade. Engineered curved surface lines create just the right grip to evenly
distribute and level concrete material.
The KO-20™ material has an extraordinary wear life. Properties such as superior slide abrasion allows for repetitive abrasive contact with harsh surfaces. The material is blunt-impact resistant for extended wear in repetitive
applications, such as concrete work. With a .01% liquid absorption rate; water and chemicals won't breakdown or weaken the material, meaning no corrosion or rust!
The KO-20™ is a long-wearing lighter material than aluminum, magnesium, and steel. The unique properties of
this material doesn't allow concrete to adhere to it unlike metals for a fast, and easy cleanup. Our signature
Kraft Tool bright orange material is easy to spot on the jobsite.
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SUPERIOR INSTRUMENT
New Products

New Personnel

Our team is excited to unveil the new
GX-3R! Staff and customers are very impressed with its pinpoint locating accuracy and ease of use.

Matthew Fitzgerald has joined the
Superior Instrument team as an
Inside Sales Associate. He has
learned the ropes very quickly and
has proven to be an invaluable
addition. With Matt’s help, Instrument will be looking to expedite the
acquisition and sale of new, cutting
edge technology to better assist our
customers. Welcome, Matt!

The GX-3R is the world's smallest 4 gas
monitor, weighing only 3.52 ounces, and can comfortably be clipped
within a worker’s breathing zone (2.2” W x 2.55” H x 1.02” D). It simultaneously monitors and displays LEL combustibles, O2, CO (Hydrogen
compensated CO also available), and H2S.
The GX-3R represents the latest evolution of gas detection technology;
utilizing a new generation of micro sensors. The LEL sensor has a unique
design with two active filaments in one sensor to increase it’s resistance
to silicone poisoning. If one filament gets poisoned the second one
takes over. The new O2 sensor is electrochemical with a 3 to 5 year life
span. H2S and CO are now available in a combo micro sensor.

Product Training
Craig Salva, our Instrument and Drone Specialist in East Hartford, has
been preparing for certification as a licensed and certified drone
pilot. This is a very rigorous course and will help the Instrument division’s
growth as we continue to advance our knowledge and product offerings.
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SUPERIOR INSTRUMENT cont.
Product Sales & Specials

Check out our clearance page for
all of our recently discounted Kishigo products; from vests to jackets.
Kishigo uses high quality materials in all of their products because
they think your apparel should be
able to work just as hard as you do.
Their products are designed to last
day after day, job after job.

Your comfort and safety are their
top priorities. If you’re not comfortable, then you can’t focus on the
job at hand.

Superior Instrument is Connecticut’s Surveyor and Contractor source
for: GPS, Robotic and Conventional Total Stations, Machine Control,
Construction Lasers, and all field supplies that are needed for any
jobsite. With an in-house service facility, Superior Instrument can take
care of the needs of your instrument, old or new!

Kishigo's mission is to design and
manufacture high-visibility clothing
using the highest quality materials;
to craft apparel that’s both comfortable and built to last.

We offer fast and affordable shipping to your destination or pickup
at any of our Superior locations. Register online and join our email
list today to stay up to date on all special offers and sales going on
regularly at Superior!
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SUPERIOR INSTRUMENT cont.

INSTRUMENT

s p e c i a lt y

DRONES

keep your jobsite running
on -time and on -budget with
our specialty drones

Builders across the country
are using drones for a multitude
of purposes, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collecting real-time project data in/around the building site
Tracking progress
Thermal, HD & Multispectral Camera Options
Creating advanced mapping and imaging, which can later
be used to create 3d walkthroughs and virtual tours
Mitigating job site risk
Enhancing and streamlining the bid process
Quality control and assurance
Pre-construction site planning

Toll Free: (888) 852-7377
www.Superiorinstrument.com

Adding
technology to
your jobsite is one of the best
ways to move your construction operation
forward. By employing drones for data capture, mapping, and more, you can develop a streamlined jobsite that’s
more competitive than it’s ever been.
When you need aerial photos, maps, videos, or to inspect an
entire worksite while carrying out real-time diagnostics, you
need an all-in-one solution. Hard to reach areas are no longer
a problem or safety hazard for workers.

ensure accuracy • cut costs
share data • measure progress
southington • norwich
east hartford • bridgeport
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SUPERIOR HEARTH, SPAS & LEISURE
Industry News
New Products
We have the new Solo Stoves in-stock!
The Bon Fire Solo Stove is the world's
favorite smokeless fire pit. It has Solo
Stoves signature 360 AirFlow Design™
creates a super efficient burn that’s not
only mesmerizing to watch, but a joy to sit around and make memories.

Ohio Flame Fire Bowls are now available! The Patriot American Fire Pit
by Ohio Flame combines sleek and modern styling with tough American quality and durability. With no parts to break or wear out over
time; this Fire Pit is built to last a lifetime. The Patriot is crafted from thick
carbon American steel that is sourced from local steel mills.

New BioMass Tax Credit; A spending legislation and pandemic-relief
package was signed into law at the
end of December which included
a long sought-after tax credit for
wood and pellet heaters.
Beginning in 2021, consumers buying highly efficient wood or pellet
stoves or larger residential biomass
heating systems will be able to
claim a 26% tax credit that is uncapped and based on the full cost
(purchase and installation) of the
unit.
The credit will remain at 26%
throughout this year and next, and
then step down to 22 percent in
2023. This provision is part of the BTU
Act, which has been actively supported by HPBA for the last several
years and has been part of our Advocacy Day requests to Members
of Congress.

No maintenance is required for this Fire Pit, as its designed to withstand
the elements year-round. The Patriot features a substantial Rain Drain
to allow for water drainage. The Natural Steel Finish will develop a natural iron oxide patina and gradually darken over time. This fire pit is
100% American Made and is crafted by a local artisan.
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SUPERIOR HEARTH, SPAS & LEISURE cont.
Product Sales / Specials
$200 Off Any In-Stock Splash Spa

New Personnel
Danny Kennedy has joined the
team as an Outside Sales Associate in Milldale.

As the most innovative spa company, Sundance has created the
Splash Series; the best affordable solution without sacrificing what's
important. Save $200 on the Splash Series now! These spas open the
door for everyone to make family time a part of your daily routine.

Trade Shows &
Seminars
Superior Hearth Spas & Leisure will
soon to be part of a new Outdoor
Living Room showroom featuring
new products in Milldale.

Truckload Event!
Get the Sundance® Spa of your dreams at one of our Truckload Events, or reserve yours today! By bringing our
Sundance Hot Tubs in by the truckload, instead of placing individual orders, we are able to pass on substantial
savings and offer some really fantastic deals on the full range of our Sundance Hot Tubs.
Having the Truckload Sale on site also means that we can show you more Sundance Hot Tub models, from our
Select, 680, 780, 880 and 980
Series, as we are not limited to what we can fit under a roof.
An On-Site Truckload Sale means you also get the additional security of knowing exactly who you are purchasing a hot tub from; rather than buying from a company who sets up a tent by the side of the road, then
packs up and leaves. You get all the benefits of a Truckload Sale without any of the risks involved regarding
future customer care and service.
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SUPERIOR EXPOSURE
New Products
Now is the time to remind our customers that Superior Exposure has all of their custom apparel and accessory needs! We can work with any size order and budget and they can use their Superior account.
We also offer 850,000+ promotional items for all of their branding needs. They can browse all of the products we have available by visiting our website at www.SuperiorExposure.com! We're here to help.

SUPERIOR - MISC.
Superior Happenings
ST. Joseph School – Bristol, CT – Facebook Post:
On Wednesday, June 2nd, Michael Capobianco in 6th
grade was surprised to be awarded the Luke Diakolambrianos
Memorial Scholarship presented by Anna and Livia (SJS 3rd
Grade) Diakolambrianos and Superior Products. This scholarship is awarded in honor of Livia’s dad who passed away last
year after a courageous battle with cancer. Michael’s father
passed away this school year after a similarly courageous
battle with cancer. Michael won the scholarship based
off his academic merit and essay that he wrote about the
importance of his Catholic education at SJS.
Thank you to the Diakolambrianos family and Superior
Products for making this scholarship possible. Also, thank
you to Superintendent Valerie Mara from the Archdiocese of
Hartford for joining us for the presentation.
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SUPERIOR - MISC. cont.
Superior Happenings Cont.
2021 Husqvarna Eastern US Tour:
On Wednesday June 16th and Thursday June 17th, both Milldale and East Hartford joined forces with
Husqvarna to offer Demos on several pieces of equipment. During the two-day event, Craig Salva, Instrument
Sales in East Hartford, took his talents to the sky and filmed our Milldale event. Thank you, Craig, for putting this
together. You can view the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuR8mR2XiNb6eV-tBMhYczg
Thank you to all who made it another Superior event!

Billboards
We have recently renewed our local billboards around some of our branch locations. Be sure to take a look
at our new designs. Keep an eye out and please let us know if you see one of our billboards pop up in your
travels.
Bridgeport:

Hartford, New Haven, West Haven:

Waterbury:
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